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1. Background of the report 

As ·a follov-up of the Second Consultation on the Cap:ltal Goods Industry 
held in Stockholm, June 1985, the Task F">-ce on Capital Goods 
Ind u~try, U NID 0 decided to hold a meeting on the development of 
standardized small hydropover plants from design to manufacturing, aod 
asked HRC (Hangzhou Regional Centre for Small Rydropover) to prepare 
a paper on the Chinese experience in design, -;anufacturing and 
operation of standardized models and also in pr~vious SHP projects as 
vell as resources available in China for engineering and l.:Ontracting 
services including future plans for SHl' instaDation. 

Considering that the objectives of this meeting is to promote the transfer 
of technology in SHP equipment design and manufacturing so as to 
t!nhance the manufacturing capability of developing countries, thus 
promote the development of SHP in this area, we hope that not only the 
experience gained both in China and other Asia-Pac:lfic countries as ven 
as in the advanced countries vm be exchanged in t:he meeting, but also 
some str&tegy or concrete measures vm be discussed and agreed upon. 
In this paper, some proposals are raised in the final part, which 1 hope, 
vll! be of interest to the participants. 

2. A br...ef review of development of SHP in China 

Since 1949, the ~onstruction of SHP stations and local grids in China has 
been quick in spet:d and large in scale, with the amount standing top in 
the world. The yearly increments of SHP capa°c:tty average at 7-13%. 
By the end of 1986, the tot.al number of SHP stations and generating 
units in operation throughout the country were 67, 700 and 86,400 
respectively, wi!h a total installed capacity of 10,000 M\:, 11% of the 
whole electric pown capacity in China. All the SBP equipment installed 
is sade in China. These fit·Jres show both the important role of SHP in 
electric pove'!" sector especially in rural electrification, and the 
self-sustained capab!ltty of SRP equipment supply. 

The reasons for the fast speed and large scale development of SHP in 
China are usually attributed to the basis of rich resources, background 
of whole rural economic development, a series of successively improved 
policies and strategies as well as quick development of S HP equipment 
manufacture. During the past 30 or more years, the capability of SHP 
turbine/generator producticn matched ~he d•mand of construction of SHP 
station in a way. Currently, the mar.ufacturlng capacity even exceeds 
the construction tempo, the former being I ,000 MW per annum and the 
lattu, stabflizing at 500 - 600 M\l per annum on average. 
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3. Plan of rural electrification 

ln recent years, the vast rural areas in China have been going through 
a deep reformation period of transforming from traditional agriculture 
into modernized one and from self-sufficient management into 
commercialized production one. The demand of rural electrictty supply 
expands both in quantity and in geometrical scatterness. Thus the 
realization of rural electrification has become an important issue in the 
development of rural economy. In 1982, the central government 
proposed to set up 100 pilot counties of preliminary rural electrification 
to be completed by 1990. The average power and energy demand level 
for primary electrification are 100 W of installed capacity per capiUl and 

• 200 K\i~h/person/year for electrictty consumption. Acc,rding to a 
statistics from the 100 counties, the td!al installed capadt:y required 
before 1990, wm. be 3,040 MW mainly supplied by SHP. 

Considering the country as a whole, there are 2,300 counties, in which 
about 800 rely mainly on SHP for electrictty supply. An estimation of 
demand and possible arrangement of installation indicates that the total 
capacity of SHP by the end of 2,000 will be 20,000 M\:, that m•!ans, 
10,000 MW of SHP equipment vm. have to be added during the ne::tt 13-14 
years. In other words, although the amount of SBP :'nstallation in China 
is already very big, but the market for .new installation is stlll broad. 

Besides the usually used types of turbines in previous years, some new 
installations such as very high head turbines (> 600 m) and very low 
head turbines ( < 10-5 m) and straflow turbine, pump-turbine etc will 
also be adopted, which may give way to import business. 

4. Manufacture and operation of SH P equipment 

4 .1 Manufacturing capability in general 

China has made hydr,,-power machines for more than 30 years since 1951 
when the first 800 kW hydro turbine-generator set was successfully 
produced. During the past 30 years, around 100,000 sets of 
small./~ini/micro hydro-power machines have been manufactured, in which 
the units with cap3city bigger than 500 kW counted 4,500 sets. These 
include all the conventional types of turbines: axial-now (Propeller + 
~aplan), mixed-now (Francis), tubular diagonal-flow (Deriaz), impulse 
(Pekon + Turgo + Banki). Most of the machine have been operadng 
normally after commissioning, some of which has been running for 20-30 
7ears. 

Now, then are about 100 manufactur~rs for small hydro-power ma~hines 

with a total annual pToduction capacity of over than 1,000 MW. 10 out 
of th• 100 factories are of medium scale, capable of producing machines 
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in the range of 500 - 10.000 k\: or even larger. They are: 

Hangzhou Electric Equipment Manufacturing tMorks 
Chongqing \later Turbine Works 
Nanping Electrical Machinery Plant 
Shaoquan \later Turbine Plant 
Kunming Electrical Machinery Plant 
Chongqing ~ctrical Machinery Plant 
Jinchengji.ang Electrical Equipment Manufacturing Works 

Jiangxi Electrical Machinery \:orks 
Yichang Electrical Machinery \lorks 
Liuchou Water Turbine \:orks 

The spread map for the SB P equipment manufacturer is shown in Fig .1. 
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Besides satisfying t:he domestic demand. a number of SHP equipment has 
been exporud to overseas. Some of the exported SRP machines which 
has beer. installed and operated ira some countries are listed in table 1. 

.. 



Table 1 Part of Otin&-nade SUP F.quipment exported abmnd (as per 1986) 

Title of 1\1Tbfne r.eneratar r.avemor 
No. Nntimality Head DiAcharge Type Speed Capacity Unite 

SHP station 'fype (m) (m9 /s) (l'Jn) (kW) 'fype 

1 Jlaerhal fl' lobngoUa ILi 23-t.U-Sfi 11 300 264 2 
2 Viet Nam (~J 120 . 182 l 
J Viet NAm tbdel • 1 
4 Jinkang Cldnea H!.130-WJ..ffl 89 SPlfllB/45-6 1000 P'.'X> 4 
5 Viet NAm JU.3104l',.. 30 ThW2.3-6 UXX> lOK.'K> 

10x40 20 
6 Vfet Ntln - ~2.3-6 1000 30 10 
7 Alhanfn - m..w74-6 1000 200 2 
8 Alhmia - ~9.3-6 1000 75 12 
9 ~ Neplll HL240-1.J-l40 24-43 SF3350-20/32SO 300 3350 3 

10 Albania CJ 60-206 92~0 12 VI 

11 Clw'Ub Afghanistan 111. 19 ROO 4 
12 Tanr.mia 7JlM 1-w+-100 ~16 375 HiO 2 
13 Viet Nm 1U .210-\t,U-20 ~.8-6 troo 18 5 
14 Vl·et Nr.m HI .'3 l 0-W"' ..-30 ~2.3-6 lOCi.1 30 zo 
15 1.a19 7If760-J M-lif} TSIA2.3-6 lOOl 40 1 
16 Viet thn 7.J>760-l.M-(i0 TSIA2.3-6 1000 40 R 
17 laOA 1Jl760-IM-M TSIA2.3-6 1000 40 2 
18 7401 - ~.8-6 1000 12 5 
19 ~lea 7ll7ro-tK-W um no 10 

55'1<5 
20 lms lll 21 G-W".-20 12 5 -21 AlbanfA Hl.210-t.r..-20 12 5 -22 Pbjielei Ounnli C.J 274 - 2fm 4 
23 r.qualorlal lD.2»-W.T-71 36 TSWllB/54--10 600 . ROO XT..(«) 4 

Cblnea 
24 Viola ~ .. m .310-W",.. 30 10.7 0.71 55 



Tahle 1 Pnrt of QdJVH!ll()e &1tP F.quipnant exported ahrnacl (as per 1986) 

Title of Turbine Generator C'.ovemor 
No. Nat1mality Head D1ac1vtrge Type Speed Cspacity Unite 

SHP atatim 'l'1t1e (m) (tr/a) (rpn) (ldi1) 'J'ype 

25 Cmanche USA 7.Z440·U-142 27.4 11.3 3562.5 J 
41.1 

26 Hell Hole USA UJ.\10-WJ-50 93.9 0.71 . Im 1 
·1.1 Bailey Creek 11SA HL220-WJ-~ 45.1 1.8 650 1 
26 ~Far West USA 1U.2~J-154 40.2 19.1 

. 
7500 1 

29 Fl~ 11111 USA 111.1~-50 46.J 0.91 300 1 
~ 9\asta Rivet" USA 7Jl7ro-t»-M 5.8 2.84 100 1 

Hydro 
31 Yolo Chs\ty USi\ X.102-W-50/txl 25 61 0.28 150 1 
32 Virginia Ranch USA Hl.2/10-W.T-74 30.5 3.7 950-1386 1 
33 Vit"gin:Ja Ranch UAA ln.110-WJ-35 30.5 0.28 S0-75 1 "" 34 F.cu,'ldor USA Hl.24~..J-14 10.7 0.14 10 1 I 

35 l'bccasin USA "1.240-WJ-150 23.2 11.6 nx> t 
18.6 

·;o PotteT Valley USA X.Tl3-L-15/4 4 0.02 5 1 
37 Sr.l lailca ~.110-WJ-35 l 
38 Sri. Janka HI .260-W.T-42 1 
39 Srl I.alb C.122-W-55/ tx4 .5 1 
40 Sri l.alka C'.J22*45/tx4 .5 1 
41 Sri l.onka X.J02-W-32/lx9 2 
42 Sri lMka X.i02-W-25/lx6 
43 STl lmka 11L21 ()...(.(' r-208 1 
44 Ni lame STl 1 Mlut 110 3.6 2xl<i00 4 
45 T\-itthe for T'hil ippines tn.220-W.T-42 35 1 Th\1 85/8-250 Jx250 
46 ~1 l'olaysia HJ.ltO-W.J-50 25.3 1.88 h<75 
47 Basak Spring MRlayaia 67 2x2SO 
48 5i'lll Nepal 11L21t0-WJ-71 23 3xSOO 
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4.2. Sedation and/or standardization 

Terminology - In China, seriation is usually unders'tood as lining up a 
number of series and sizes of turbines which could be an effective tool 
for consumer's selection for various cmabination of heo.d, discharge and 
power output at a station stte, whereas standardization may have a wider 
implication of unification of scructural elements of machines. But 
sometimes these two terms are used m:lxedly in practice. 

During past 30 years, several programmes of serlation of 
turbine-generator have been set up on the basis of practice of large 
number of production. Successive revisions have been made for these 
programmes. Recently, the series of turbines with untt capactty less 
than 500 kW have been finalized which was publicized in various kind of 
catalogues, specification documents etc. Fig 2 to Fig 13 show a part of 
these turbine series. 
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List of Propeller Turbines from 500 K\\" to 10000 KW 
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The symbols adopted in turbine seriati.on represent the 1st character of 
Chinese phonetic spelling (not English). For example: 

HL 240 -

I 

LR - 120 

L:: Runner diameter in cm 
Shaft arrangement and casing 
Runner type (serial number close to n ) 

s 
Turbine type 

Mnning of symbols: 

(A) Turbine types: GD - Tubular (fixed blade) 
GZ - Tubular (adjustable blade) 
ZD - Propeller (fixed hlade) 
ZZ - Kaplan 
HL - Francis 
XL - Deriaz 
CJ - Pelton 
XJ - Tu-rgo 
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(B) Shaft arrangement and casing: L - Vertical shaft 
\l - Horizontal shaft 
J - Metal spiral casing 
H - Concrete spiral casing 
M - 0 pen flu me 
P - Bulb type 
X - Sip hon type 
S - Vertical vell type 
Z - Tube type 
G - Tank type 

Summarizing the serfatfon already stipulated in China. there are 8 
runner types vfth 32 combination varieties of runner diameter and output 
for untt capacity less than 500 kW. For unie in the range of 500 -
10.000 kW. there are 19 runner types vfth 53 varieties. 

Hydraulic Range Curved by Medium & Saall Francis Turbines Outputs 
from 500 kW to 5000 kW F; 'l' .,._ 
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Installation Dr.awing I of Francis Turbine Bduw SOC KW 

• 

·- - - - -· -- - -· - --- - . . . - -- -- -- - - ---- -
* tiia ~- HLl60. HU6o. Hl.l60- HU 10. HLI 10. * t.9ft ~~- : HL260. HL260. HL260. HLI 10. HLllO. 
Tmbine Type WJ·25 WJ.30 WJ-35 WJ·30 WJ-35 Turbine Type , WJ-25 WJ-30 WJ-35 WJ-30 WJ-35 : 

- ------·-- . - - ·- --- - ·--- ------·-- - --··-------
A 564 672 786 440.5 506 bJ 400 420 420 3&o 400 

I 400 420 420 380 400 b• 500 500 500 500 500 

c soo soo soo 500 soo b5 120 120 115 120 120 

D 245 245 245 245 245 bl 250 250 260 250 250 

E 152 144 bl 500 500 500 500 500 

F 700 800 885 610 750 bl 800 800 100 800 800 

G 438 521.5 600 441 564 h 2000 2000 2500 2000 2000 

H 11455 1E30 1680 1380 1470 hi 370 445 520 S50 550 

K 470 568 700 570 650 h2 550 550 700 450 450 

L 1000 1200 1400 1200 1400 hl JOO 100 100 100 100 

M 1000 1200 1400 1200 1400 h4 100 100 ISO BO 80 

b 70j 805 1040 685 155 h5 350 390 455 400 400 

bl 450 520 600 430 450 ht 57S 725 800 500 590 

b2 330 405 430 250 250 
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Installation Drawin~ 11 of Frnnci~ Turhine Rclow 500 KW 
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lnst:ill:ition Dr.awing or l"ropdlcr Turbilk.-s Odo• SOO KW t I) 
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Installation Dra•ing of Pro~lltt Turbines Below SOOK"' (2) 
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Arnn!.ecmenl of Pelton Turbine Under SOO KW 
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llydDulic R:IRl!f' Cuned by Tubul:ar Turbin~ 
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After establishment of sedation of turbines. the manufacturers in China 
have reached a big merit of development of type-design of SRP 
equipment. which leads to series production instead of custom-made 
approach. This can evidently be seen in the foll.oving mustrat:ion: 

In Szechuan and Zhejiang Provinces. the number of SRP turbine 
generator sets vkh unit capacity over 500 ltW are 820. The statistical 
fi.gua:-es for some serial design turbines are listed in table 2 and 3. 

Table 2 Application of serial designed turbines 
in Szechuan and Zhejiang Provinces 

{Total No. of turbines installed 820) 1986 
(unft capacity> 500 ltW) 

Turbine type No. of set % of the total 
installed (%) 

ZD 760 14 1.71 
ZD 560 
BL 110 112 13.66 
BL 220 76 9.27 
CJ 22 71 8.66 
RL 260 22 2.68 

Table 3 Application of serial designed turbines in Hebei Province 
{Total No. of turbines installed 112. 100-500 kW) 

Turbine type No. of set % of the total 
installed {%) 

ZD 760 23 20.5 
ZD 560 5 4.5 
HL 260 27 24.1 

Take the HL 110 {Francis) type turbine as example. 112 sets of same 
type have been adopted, counting about 13.6% of the total. 

The break down of various capacity range of SHP installations in China 
:ls briefly list in Table 4. 
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Table 4 No. of SHP installations with various capacity range (1986) 

No. Total capacity 

1. No. of turbines vith unit capacity ~ 500 kV 4477 
(No. of stations for the above) 1713 4. 740 ,000 k\i 

2. No. of turbines with unit capecity ~ 100 k\l 53000 
1 • 300 • 000 k" 

(No. of stations for the above) 49500 

3. Total No. of turbines installed 86400 
10,090,000 kW 

Total No. of stations 167700 

The total No. of installations in 1986 is decreased in comparison with 
that of 1985. This is due to abandon of some out-of-date micro-hydro 
installation. In doing so, the number of stations re~uced successively 
during recent years, vh:il.e the total capacity goes up. 

4.3 Operation of SHP equipment in China 

Most of China-made SHP machines run normally during past years. The 
performances of turbines are generally compatible with design. 
Fabrication qualides are improved consistently. The life span of SHP 
equipment is also satisfactory. N evertherless, there are still some 
insuffldendes in China-made SH~ products. 

(a) The efficiency is in general about 3% lower than Western made 
turbines, the deficiency is less for bigger machine and higher for 
smaller one. Some type of turbine as Turgo may be even worse. 

(b) Some fabrication technology goes on behind that of advanced 
countries, such as low quality of satelite gear box u:ade in small plant, 
unreliability of water sealing of cunner blade of Kaplan turbines and big 
noise produced from some type of turbines and generators etc. 

(c) The anti-cavitation performance of turbines is usually not as good as 
that of advanced countries, partly due to low fabrication technology such 
as surface finishing etc, partly due to adoption of over-size of specific. 
flow discharge Q' in design. Silt erosion problems are also serious in 
some rivers with ~eavy silt content like North-west part of China. 

(d) Low automation level which resulu in the fact that all the SRP 
stations in China has to be attended. The technology of hydraulic 
measurement instrumentation is also low, which makes some insufficient 
a~rJcy in hydraulic measure111ent and some difficulty in the 
implementation of on-site measurement of efficiency of SRP turbines. 
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5. Capability of engineering and contracting services in SRP in China. 

5 .1 Institutional set up 

There are four levels of administrative set up in China, i.e., central, 
provincial., prefecture and county. In the central level, there are 8 
survey and design institutes as well as 18 construction bureaux under 
direct lea.lership of the Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power 
and distributed over several regions in China. 

In the lower level, there is in general a design institute {or division) 
and a construction bureau in each province, prefecture and county. the 
MVllEP affiliated design institutes and consttuction bureaux are mainly in 
charge of large and medium size of hydropower and water conservancy 
projects, but also undertake some SRP schemes. The provincial level 
organizations are aainly responsible for aedium and small me projecu. 
At present, most of the SHP projects are done at prefecture or county 
level. 

5 .2 Different range {in power capadty) of SBP projects designed at 
different levels of institutes/divisions. 

In general, the SBP stations less than 500 k.V are usually implemented at 
the grass-root level-township, which is below the county. Stations in 
the range of 500 kW to several thousand ltW are normally undertaken by 
the county or prefecture level. The provincial design instttute and 
construction bureaux only take charge of medium scale schemes or some 
selected key projects. Although the defintt:lon of SHP stations in China 
for the moment is for those with capacity less than 12 Mt:, but there is 
a tendency of extending the limit up to 25 MV, which could also be 
implen:ented at county level in some developed places. 

5. 3 Capability of contractln g services for abroad 

With a vast numb&r of technical staff in the field of hydropower and 
SHP, China can not only be self-sustained in the implementation of SHP 
projects but also provide engineering services abroad. There are 
several corporation for execution of international cooperation of water 
and power projects including SHP stations at central and provincial 
level. The principal organization of this kind is the C WE, China 
International \later and Electric Corporation. One example of provincial 
organization is the Zhejiang Corporation of International Economic and 
Technical Cooperation which is jointly cooperated with HR C in the field 
of SHP. The scope of business of these organizations in the field of 
SHP is undertaking complete or partial feasibility study, survey, design, 
construction, supply, erection, commissioning and technical personnel 
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training of various types of SHP projects. The forms of service can be 
both turnkey contract, joint venture, subcontract, providing technical 
consuhat1on, providing manpower as well as offering training courses for 
technical personnel. 

6. Strategy for promoting local manufacture of SHP equipment in 
developing countries 

6.1 Establishment of fodigenous manufacturing capability 

In a number of internat1onal meetings on SHP held during past several 
years, various suggestions have been raised to encourage local 
manufacturing of SHP equipment in developing countries. Considering 
the different level of economic and technical development in various third 
world countries which results in different level of existing local 
industries and technology/know-how of design and manufacture of SHP 
equipments, the UNDP/UNIDO 3rd Conference on SHP in Kuala Lumpur 
suggested that the choice of iu.porting equipment or establishing local 
manufacture and the choice of using "appropriate" indigenous local 
technology or "high-level" imported know-how should be made on the 
basis of factors that are peculiar to each country. To our knowledge, 
there are a few developing countries in the Asia-Pacific tend to tackle 

·their equipment supply problem mainly based on their own 
manufacturers, such as China, lnC1:la. Some other countries, such as 
Philippines, Tha:fland, Nepal, Malaysia etc, are initiating in building a 
limtted capability of manufacturing wfth a greater portion of SHP 
equipment demand still imported. Some countries even clearly express 
the tendency of import all the equipment necu ;ary for SHP development 
due to a limtted amount of demand which could not justify the cost for 
establishing an indigenous manufactures. It may be reasonable to 
estimate that in the near future, perhaps 80-90% of the demand of SH P 
equipment supply in the 3rd wodd countries wm sdll be relying on 
import. But the main constraixlt of development of SHP in developing 
countries in respect of equipment supply :Is the high cost of importing 
machines from advanced countries which :Is usually in the range of 
> $1,000/ltW. Thus, the reduct1on of cost of SHP equipment in the 
internat1onal market is one of the salient problem to which great concern 
should be given. 

6.2 Measures for cost reduction of imported equipment 

The main factors leading to high cost of S HP equipment in developed 
countries are their high labour cost and high cost of other input such as 
raw materials and other overhead expenses. In some developing 
countries such as China and India, which were catagorlzed into Group 
A, according to an analysis made by U N!D O's Stockholm Consultation 

• 
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vfth regard to the Manufacturing Value Added (KVA), there are 
considerable capab:ll:f.ty of manufacturing of SHP equipment which can not 
only satisfy their domestic demands, but also for export. The 
China-made or Indian-made turbines/generat'>rs are much more cheaper 
than that of Western-made machines. In China, the cheap cost is not 
only due to low-labor cost and lov cost of raw materials, but also due to 
vide application of serlation/standardization of SHP equipment which 
fairly reduces the cost in comparison wfth custom-made 
turbines/generators. Some of the insufficiencies of China-made 
equipment such as lover efficiency, big-noise and lov automation level, 
could be quickly improved :ff some technologies from Western countries 
would be transferred into, or even directly involved in a joint venture. 
The products thus manufactured will have both good performance, 
improved qualfty, similar automation level as those made by Western 
countries but vtth lover price. These joint production through 
cooperation between advanced countries and China viD. be benef:k both to 
the recipient countries, and the cooperative producers. 

6.3 Proposal for joint venture or technology transfer for SHP 
equipment production between developed countries and China or 
other developing countries. 

In addition to extend the application of some SHP model design prepared 
by the advanced countries, it would be proper also to cake some 
follow-up action of technology transfer or even establishing some kind of 
joint venture for some joint production of SHP turbine generator sets. 
For initiation, a small step may first be taken, such as joint 
manufacturing of a spedfic type of trubine wtth a selected plants in 
countries like China or India. 

The product thus manufactured may be used mainly for export to the 
third world. Wtth decreased cost but improved performance and qualfty, 
ft wm credibly be welcome by the clients • 




